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Fall’s right around the corner, so be prepared
for the cooling weather
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Good morning everyone! We’ve been so busy
this summer that the time seems to have flown
by. With the last couple days of warm weather
ahead of us, it’s time to say good bye to summer
and prepare for fall.
So what is happening to our bodies once fall
rolls around? How come we seem more susceptible to colds and the flu now than in the summer
months? Let’s take some time to investigate the cause.
As we’ve mentioned before in our previous issues, our bodies are changing
every season with respect to our biological clocks. Known as circadian rhythm,
this phenomenon regulates everything, including sleep, brain activity, hormone production, and other biological activities. This rhythm is what guides us
through the seasonal changes, and is the reason we feel lazy in the summertime and less exhausted during the fall and spring.
As the days become shorter, the physiological processes in our bodies begin
to slow down, and our bodies start to stockpile resources as a result. We begin
to conserve essential vitamins and minerals from the foods we eat. The good
thing about fall is that it is the time when fruits and vegetables are harvested,
meaning that it is easy to find good, wholesome foods that contain the nutrients we need.
Here are a few tips for staying healthy and eating well this season:
Eat as many fresh foods as possible. When fall comes around, we need to
help our bodies obtain the nutrients they need before winter arrives. We definitely suggest buying foods that are fresh and locally grown. Carrots, apples
and beets are all wonderful sources of essential vitamins and minerals, and
they are readily plentiful during this time of year. Also, since we are located in
Ontario, we prefer to buy Ontario produce. Why? The reason is because our
bodies are accustomed to the environment we live in, and the seasonal changes that occur alongside the harvest.
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Give potatoes the credit they deserve. In Russia, meals were not complete
without potatoes. Known as the “second bread,” in Europe, this starchy root
vegetable is full of vitamins and minerals. Traditionally used as an antioxidant
and antiflammatory, potatoes can be mashed up and applied to inflamed joints,
or placed on the eyelids to reduce eye inflammation. People who suffer from
stomach ulcers or heartburn can also drink potato juice to help themselves
heal, although they should also make some dietary changes to address
their condition.
Incorporate cabbage into your diet. Cabbage contains several vitamins that
are useful for the digestive tract as well the rest of the body. However, if you
have irritable bowel syndrome or stomach inflammation, be careful with vegetables such as cabbage and broccoli as they will irritate the stomach environment and cause bloating and pain. To address this problem, you can steam or
boil the cabbage rather than eat it raw, and be wary of eating green
leafy salads.
Be careful of which foods you mix together. When preparing meals, pay
attention to your food combinations. Don’t mix protein and protein, or protein
and starch. Instead, try to mix starch and proteins with green vegetables. Eat
your beans with salad, not meat, and don’t combine potatoes with your fish.
When you load your body with too much protein and starch, you may suffer
from heartburn and bloating.
For more information on nutrition and the health benefits of certain foods,
visit www.agr.gc.ca.

How to approach the oncoming cold and flu season
At this time of year, the flu always becomes a concern for people and their families. The virus is always mutating, meaning that there is no guarantee that vaccinations will work against new strains of the virus. As a result, our immune systems are probably our best defense against contracting illness. In the past, eating preventive foods such as garlic and
onions was one of the best remedies against colds and the flu. If you cannot eat garlic, garlic pills may also work; however, make sure you consult a health practitioner before starting on any supplements.
If you have a cold, the best way to alleviate coughing is to apply lavender oil to the chest. Doing so releases the bronchi
and aids in the treatment of respiratory problems. Just be careful if you are on blood thinner medications, as lavender oil
has blood-thinning properties as well.

WHO announces the
end of the H1N1
pandemic
Just recently the World Health Organization announced that the H1N1
pandemic was officially over. However, the results of the outbreak
seem to indicate that H1N1 wasn’t
as widespread or as severe as it was
made out to be. According to reports
by WHO, the pandemic turned out to
be only slightly worse than a normal
influenza season. Furthermore, despite heavy support behind the H1N1

vaccine, its distribution came too late
since the outbreak had peaked by
mid-October.
So what lessons should we take from
this experience? Make sure you pay
attention to the facts. Whether you
get vaccinated in this scenario is up to
you; however, make sure you gather
as much information as possible before making your decision.
For more information, check out the
article “WHO declares H1N1
pandemic over” at:
www.theglobeandmail.com.
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Ask a Health in Motion Expert
Got a question related to health and wellbeing? Email our experts at info@
healthinmotionrehab.com and indicate Ask a Health in Motion Expert in the
subject line.

This issue’s question:

Can I take vitamin supplements instead of eating fruits and vegetables?

Answer:

What people need to know is that fruits and vegetables don’t have vitamins;
they have provitamins, which become vitamins when they are absorbed by
the body. They also contain various antioxidants that are beneficial for maintaining good health. On the other hand, the body absorbs only a fraction of
the nutrients that vitamin supplements contain. Make sure you consult your
practitioner before deciding on what’s best for you, and remember: having a
healthy diet in the first place is usually your best bet.

The Healthy Table
Recipes to heal your body and soul

Natan’s Quick and Easy Cabbage Slaw
A fresh and nutritious dish that’s perfect for the weather!
1/4 head of cabbage
1 Tbsp olive oil
1 Tbsp lemon juice
Pepper (to taste)
Wash the cabbage thoroughly and pat dry. Cut or shred the cabbage into very thin pieces and smash them with your fingers a bit
to separate. Add in the rest of the ingredients and toss to coat.
Feel free to garnish with any additional herbs or vegetables
and enjoy!
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Visit our blog!
Have You Heard About Our LIFE Program?
At Health in Motion, we believe that every child is special and has a different
set of needs. That is why we started our program called LIFE (Learning Independent Function Everyday). Conceived and developed by Health in Motion
director Natan Gendelman, the program was designed as a system of education for children with cerebral palsy, pediatric stroke, child developmental
delay, brain injury, autism spectrum disorders and Down syndrome.
Our program successfully addresses current problems with dependency and
encourages the performance of normal tasks with little to no assistance. By
closely integrating therapy with one’s daily living, Health in Motion aptly ensures that there is no barrier between a child’s improvement in the treatment
room and their success at home.

Our blog, Enabled Kids, is a place
where families can build a community
and discuss topics surrounding childhood neurological disorders such as
cerebral palsy, autism, Down syndrome and pediatric stroke. Recently
we posted an article titled “Down
syndrome: behavioural problems?”
that we invite you to read. Authored
by Health in Motion director Natan
Gendelman, we hope that you will join
us and help start a conversation. Visit
us at www.enabledkids.ca.

Learn More

Did you know?

To learn more about our LIFE program, visit our web site at:
www.healthinmotionrehab.com. If you have any questions or are wondering if
our program is right for your child, call Health in Motion today at (416) 2501904 or email us at: info@healthinmotionrehab.com.

Natan’s article, “Down syndrome:
behavioural problems?” was recently
featured on DownSyndromeCentre’s
Guest Advisory Blog. Check it out at:
www.downsyndromecentre.ie/
advisorypanel/

We look forward to hearing from you!

Want to subscribe?
Good Health News publishes articles about current health issues. The material in this newsletter is not copyrighted,
and may be reproduced and shared with family and friends. Articles in Good Health News are for informational purposes only. If you have a health condition, please consult your physician or health care provider. Good Health News
is published on a quarterly basis by the Health in Motion Rehabilitation Clinic, Toronto, Ontario, (416) 250-1904,
info@healthinmotionrehab.com. Previous issues of Good Health News are posted at: www.healthinmotionrehab.com.
If you would like a subscription, feel free to contact us. We hope you enjoyed this issue!
Newsletter designed by Winnie Chang

-The Health in Motion Team
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